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Sibley the horse lives on Stony Meadow Farm and is a hard worker the whole year round. Then

Tractor Mac arrives at the farm, and suddenly, everything that Sibley used to do, Tractor Mac does,

too. Sibley wonders if there is any room left for himâ€•but when Farmer Bill and Tractor Mac get

stuck in a soggy field, Sibley is the one who comes to their rescue, and Sibley and Tractor Mac

learn that there's plenty for both of them to do at the farm.
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Sibley the horse is one of the hardest workers on Stoney Meadow Farm. When Tractor Mac, a

shinny new tractor arrives he is worried that he will be replaced. Farmer Bill does use the tractor for

many tasks but when Tractor Mac gets bogged down Sibley pulls him out showing that there is a

still a need for him! Cute story. Fans of all things farm related will enjoy this book. There are several

others in the series to look out for as well.

Grandson's first Tractor Mac book which i didn't give him. I saw how much he enjoys this book that i

boughta copy for a baby shower gift. The invitation asked for everyone to bring a book that the little

boy will carryaround with him and treasure.



We met Billy Steers a couple years ago and bought several Tractor Mac books. They've been a

family favorite ever since. Whenever my grandson, now 6, visits we simply MUST read a Tractor

Mac story or two. The stories are fun and creative and the illustrations are beautiful. A MUST-HAVE

for your child's book collection!

I absolutely love these books... the only reason they don't earn a 5 star for me is because the actual

pages are not quite the quality I would expect from the quality of the writing and the illustrations.

(Apology and correction - I was wrong. The pages may have felt thin, but my son literally read this

book every night for a year and it has held up very well!!! )My husband, father and father-in-law

might all love this book as much as my 2 year old! It is adorable and according to them quite

accurate. Tractor Mac is the real deal for future farmers and tractor lovers.

With Tractor Mac the child learns real facts. This one tells about the history of farming. The Tune Up

story has parts names. The art is exceptional, the colors bright. This series is worth an investment if

you have a tractor enthusiast. The little lift the flap book is super for toddlers too. The flaps don't

tear, there are surprise chicks. This is an all round good buy. He has an airplane one too if your

child likes planes.

My 2 year old little boy loves this book. I, myself, felt that it was just getting good and then the story

ended...Wish it had a few more pages to the story. But he's (my son) the critic that matters. :)

What a wonderful story!!! Just long enough for bed time and not to long for Mommy to fall asleep to!

If you grew up with Johnny Tractor story books, this one takes the place on a "Red" farmhouse book

shelf.

I bought this for my 3 yr.old grandson for Valentine's Day and he loves it...cause it has 2 things he

really loves a horse and a tractor.... I will buy more of this series of books in the future....Thanks...
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